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What makes iPhone different from other cellular phones? Its touch screen - which is the marvelous
and the most extraordinary feature of the iPhone. But do you know that this amazing feature of
iPhone is also the weak point of the device which cannot be ignored. By any means or way, if the
touch screen is damaged, cracked or broken, your iPhone will be of no use and you have to get it
repaired anyhow. So, touch screen, most wondrous and beautiful feature of i-phone is very weak
point of this cell.

* Repair of iphone

Getting your iPhone repaired at Apple makes you sure that your cell warranty is still in safe hands.
Many times, some companies did not admire your iPhone warranty if they found the device has
been opened or operated by an unofficial or unauthorized person.

One more thing you have to keep in mind is that, in case of any kind of accident, abuse or misuse of
iPhone-repair may not be possible. It has been clearly stated in the warranty sheet that the damage
caused to the iPhone due to the accident, misuse or abuse may not be covered under warranty. So,
just as a repair fee- you have to spend $249 for the 8 gigabyte version and $199 for the 4 gigabyte.
It is possible that other components may cost you more expensive. And more you may have to pay
for handling and shipping too as an extra cost.

* Options of iPhone Repair

Other than Apple, some other stores are also available that trade in replacement iPhone for persons
who are in urgent need. The cost of repair is same for the screen as others for 8 or 4 gigabyte
version. All necessary tools are included in all replacement iPhone screens. Many times, some kits
are to operate it yourself video or manual steps to be followed.

You may experience frustration if you operate the procedure of the iPhone kit on your own as you
may not that much expertise as required by a technical person. Moreover, the steps of iPhone repair
kits are so difficult which may give rise to annoyance and disappointment.

If you opt for third party replacement services and parts for your repair of iPhone, means you are
breaching the warranty seal of your iPhone device. It means that you may lose the warranty of your
iPhone if you get it repaired at any other third party. It depends on your luck if the Apple get your
iPhone repaired for free before going for third party iPhone screen repair. 
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